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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has implemented a solution from a third-party vendor
that is capable of listing configuration item inventory and
supports release management. What is this solution missing to
provide a fully functional CMDB?
A. Relationships
B. Hierarchies

C. Dependencies
D. Links
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which tools are used to remove sensitive content from a PDF?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. Remove Content tool
B. User tool
C. Print Production tool
D. Redaction tool
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
The Redaction tool and the Black Out &amp; Remove Content tools
are used to remove sensitive content from a PDF.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What information can be found in the log file specified by the
status parameter in
OpenVPN's
server.conf? (Select TWO correct answers)
A. Routing information
B. Errors and warnings generated by the openvpn daemon
C. Statistical information regarding the currently running
openvpn daemon
D. A list of currently connected clients E.A history of all
clients who have connected at some point
Answer: A,D
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